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Check what’s in store for you on page 9.

‘Kapamilya’ celebrate
60 years of Philippine TV
AT a party attended by the Philippine president and Manila’s elite, the guests watched themselves on several TV sets scattered around a sprawling garden in Sitio Alto, San Juan,
just across the street from the transmitter site of Alto Broadcasting System (ABS). The venue was the home of Antonio Quirino, a judge-turned- businessman who co-owned
ABS with James Lindenberg.
Turn to page 6
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build sculptures’
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Julia, Coco caught in
‘A Moment in Time’
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The Day of Hearts at
Power Plant Mall!
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A human, Filipino
organization

ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio
L. Lopez III

Excerpted from the closing remarks of ABS-CBN chairman
Eugenio L. Lopez III at the
kickoff of the 60th anniversary
of Philippine television, themed
“Kwento Natin Ito.”
FOR different reasons, our life
journeys led us to this organization. Iba-iba ang ating pinagmulan, ngunit iisa ang nahantungan—ang ating mahal na ABS.
And we are all here for one
reason—to be in service of the
Filipino worldwide.
This year, many radical and
trailblazing strategies will be
launched that will redefine the
way we do business. This year
you will see an ABS that uses
the foundation of content to
mold itself into a company that
offers consumer solutions such
as have never been seen before.
Business analysts call it
convergence. Call it what you
may but at its essence, it is
the result of listening to our

consumers and responding to
them in ways they want and
desire. It is about creating oneon-one relationships with each
Filipino that we serve. This is
what our mission is all about.
On the surface, the analysts
say we pursue convergence to
maintain business leadership. I
say we do it because in listening to our consumers, we have
found that today this is the best
way to serve them; it is the best
way to be with them in their
unending quest to better satisfy
the insatiable human need for
love and wholeness of self.
I have said it many times
before: ABS-CBN is not a
registered corporate name; it
is not our buildings or our studios, cameras, programs, titles
or awards—it is none of these.
ABS-CBN is the living institution composed of you, me
and every employee, regular
or IJM [Internal Job Market],
that has dedicated himself or
herself to being in the service
of the Filipino. We are a Filipino organization. This is why
we have been given the gift of
being able to build one-onone relationships with each of
our Filipino brethren. This is
our gift. This is our mission.
Serving the Filipino—that
is what we have been doing the
past 60 years; that is what we
will be doing the next 40 years.
And that is what ABS will continue to do for all its existence.
To read the full speech, visit
www.lopezlink.ph.

ABS-CBN’s 8th Pinoy Media Congress

BNJ restores dignity
among people and nature
TAKING on the challenge of
cleaning the Pasig River in 2009
brought with it one of the biggest
hurdles ABS-CBN Foundation
Inc. (AFI) had to face—the
task of relocating thousands of
informal settlers along the riverbanks. The river was toxic, with
families discarding domestic
and human waste directly into
the water for decades.
The best option for the relocation efforts was Calauan,
Laguna where the National
Housing Authority (NHA) had
800 housing units. These were
renovated and, with the help of
public donations, new houses
were constructed by Habitat for
Humanity to accommodate the
influx of relocatees as the rehabilitation of the river progressed.
With an initial 10 families, the
community came to be known
as BayaniJuan sa Southville 7 or
BNJ. BNJ was formed to complement the efforts of Kapit Bisig
Para sa Ilog Pasig. The two programs’ goal is to restore dignity
among people and nature.
Electrification is ongoing
as the Department of Energy
provided P40 million to Meralco
for electrification; a grant from
the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) enabled the retrofitting
of houses for electrification. At
present, 469 houses and two
community centers have been
energized. By the end of the year,
approximately 2,000 houses and
two additional community centers would have been energized.

There are now 192 solar
streetlights funded through the
President’s Social Fund, donations from Sunlife Foundation
and ADB will add another 48
units. As BNJ is connected to
the main grid, it has started
to put up electric streetlights
maintained by the barangay.
To date, there are 192 shallow wells and eight community
faucets around the resettlement
site. There are two refilling stations, two rainwater harvesting
facilities and one water cooperative. The NHA has also allowed
a provider to operate level three
connections in Site 3. The local
government unit of Calauan
plans to put up a water distribution system with the help of the
Department of Health.
The Technical Education
and Skills Development Authority and nongovernment organization-partner foundations
have provided skills and livelihood training in the community. Currently, BNJ provides
job opportunities like sewing
of denim bags, production of
salted eggs, agriculture and food
micro-enterprises, and jobs in
landscaping, construction and
maintenance. Livelihood grants
and working capital have been
provided to residents, and the
ADB grant will allow these
enterprises to be scaled up.
Meanwhile, the Lopez
Group has built livelihood and
training centers, among other
major facilities.

Students learn inner
workings of media
from experts
COMMUNICATION students from all over the nation got a glimpse of the inner workings of media as the
industry’s finest practitioners
gathered for this year’s Pinoy
Media Congress (PMC) held
on January 31 at the ABSCBN Studio 10 in Quezon
City and on February 1-2 at
the Trinity Theatre, Trinity
University of Asia.
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio “Gabby” Lopez III (EL3)
and president and CEO Charo
Santos-Concio led the resource
speakers in the event, which also
featured the launch of EL3’s
book, In the Service of Filipinos

Worldwide: Speeches and Stories
by Eugenio Lopez III.
With the theme “Media:
Beyond Information and Education,” this year’s PMC conducted sessions on TV broadcasting and production, lectures
on media trends and issues, and
a dialogue with the leaders of
ABS-CBN.
The PMC has been awarded
by prestigious award-giving
bodies including the Philippine
Quill Awards of the International Association of Business
Communicators Philippines
and the Anvil Awards of the
Public Relations Society of the
Philippines. (Kane Choa)

EDC bags safety, environmental protection
awards Energy Development Corporation (EDC) recently received

eight Corporate Excellence Safety awards from the Safety and Health
Association of the Philippine Energy Sector (SHAPES) and the Department of Energy (DOE). The awards were given during the 8th SHAPES
Safety Convention held in Manila. EDC has been consistently recognized
by SHAPES and the DOE for its safety performance since 2005. Earlier,
the company and its subsidiary Green Core Geothermal Inc. received the
Philippine Environment Partnership Program seal of approval from the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources for the Leyte Geothermal Production Field and power plants, Tongonan 1 power plant and the
Mindanao Geothermal Production Field and power plants. Photo shows
EDC representatives receiving the SHAPES awards (l-r): Lito Hatoc of
BGI, Jun Balagon of TGPP, Patrick Nuique (receiving for MGPF), Cesar
Bersamina of MGPP, Erwin Perez of Upper Mahiao Power Plant, Roy
Judilla of Mahanagdong Power Plant and Rovel Bactol (receiving for
NNGPP). (Meianne Tejada)

Three new school buildings
donated by Pasig City have been
completed. The Department of
Education has started operations
in at least one building, and will
be opening the rest in June 2013.
Students from the OML Dayap
Elementary School which started operations in 2010 have been
winning academic and sports
competitions in Laguna.
A public market was given
by DMCI, a health clinic by
SM Foundation, community
center by the Prime Minister
of Bahrain through Sagip Kapamilya and a material recovery
facility funded by UBS are also
operational.
The Lopez Group has rebuilt
the school, put up livelihood
and training centers, set up tree
parks and is supporting BNJ in
every way it can, from buying
the merchandise produced by
the residents to providing a
stall in Rockwell to serve as an
outlet for agricultural produce.
The Legacy of Light Village
comprised of 115 Panibahay
homes is a continuing commitment of Sunlife Foundation
which also brings its employees
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Dispatch from Japan

Yoko Ono donates $10,000 for Pablo victims Yoko Ono, wife of the late John Lennon of the Beatles and

Potable faucets and deep wells (not
in picture) are made accessible,
while civil work for water services
is in progress

during its medical missions,
financial literacy programs,
scholarships and other similar
support systems.
BNJ pools together the efforts of public and private sector in the spirit of bayanihan
to build a good community
where future generations can
thrive. With every Juan’s help,
BayaniJuan will one day be the
dream resettlement community
it aspires to be. (Ana Junio)

Adtel solar streetlamps
light up Estero de Paco

Adtel Inc. recently provided and
installed Manila’s first solar-powered
streetlights, which can now be seen
along the stretch of Estero de Paco between Osmeña Highway and Quirino Avenue.
The streetlights were donated to the Estero de
Paco community by ABS-CBN Foundation
Inc. (AFI)-Kapit Bisig Para sa Ilog Pasig
(KBPIP), specifically from the proceeds of the
11.20.2011 Run for the Pasig River. The solar
streetlights, which automatically light up at
night and recharge during the day, were lit
in a ceremonial lighting in January. Photo
shows AFI managing director and Pasig River
Rehabilitation Commission chair Gina Lopez
(center) with (l-r) PRRC executive director Eugenia Lagmay, KBPIP project director
Grace Sumalpong, Mayor Alfredo Lim and
councilor Lou Veloso. (Faizza Tanggol)

an established musical artist and fashion designer in her own right,
donated $10,000 for the victims of typhoon Pablo in the Philippines.
The donation was remitted to the Philippine Embassy in Tokyo on
January 28. Ono learned about the disastrous effects of typhoon
Pablo in Mindanao following a personal visit she made to the official
residence of Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez (AMML) in Japan on
December 5, 2012. Ono spent her childhood years at the residence,
which used to be owned by her uncle. It was sold to President Jose P.
Laurel, and was subsequently acquired by the Philippine government after World War II. During her visit to the residence last
December, she conveyed to AMML and Maritess L. Lopez her
appreciation for the care the Philippine government has taken to
preserve the historic mansion. Photo shows AMML and Maritess L.
Lopez with Ono during the latter’s December visit. (Source: www.
dfa.gov.ph)

Make a difference, AMML says
AMBASSADOR Manuel M.
Lopez (AMML), chairman of
the Lopez Group, encouraged
senior executives to make a difference in the lives of customers
and the country this year.
At the Group’s strategic
planning and annual budget
conference held on January
9, AMML said the midterm
elections in May present “many
opportunities to provide real
service to our fellow Filipinos.”
He commended ABSCBN Corporation’s partnership with the Commission on
Elections for the Halalan 2013
downloadable
application,
which provides users with election-related news, information on voter registration and
the means to enlist as citizen
journalists through Bayan Mo,
I-Patrol Mo.
The ambassador expects a
good year for the Philippine
economy as jobs are generated
from infrastructure invest-

coal-fired power projects of
Therma South in Davao and
RP Energy in Zambales and
the Petron refinery expansion
project in Bataan.
The Geothermal Projects
Division focuses on construction and maintenance works
in geothermal exploration and
development projects. Led by
vice president Alberto Ignacio Jr., under this division are
ongoing projects in the Visayas
such as the N2N relocation
project civil works and the
Leyte Geothermal Business
Unit rehabilitation works.
The Plant Division under
Rodel Cariaga now extends its
services to other companies and

affiliates through equipment
rentals. This unit was created
to provide its contractors with
the best machinery, equipment
and tools.
The Tunnel Construction
Division was formed to serve
a growing list of hydropower
projects. Spearheaded by Ferdinand Ruelos, it was formed
in June 2012 and aims to start
operations this year.
The Concrete Division
led by Roberto Aledia Jr. was
formed to enhance First Balfour’s ability to deliver projects.
It is tasked to provide a reliable
supply of ready-mix concrete
to some of the company’s key
projects. (Dolly Pasia)

ments, consumer spending
rises and President Aquino
receives consistently good reviews on his leadership.
Interest rates and inflation
are expected remain low for
the most part of the year, the
foreign exchange rate stable
and gross national income at
or exceeding 2012 levels.
Lopez Group listed companies performed creditably in
2012, as the stock market’s key
index rose 33% year-on-year.
First Philippine Holdings
Corporation and First Gen
Corporation outperformed the
Philippine Stock Exchange index with prices rising by 46%
and 52%, respectively.

“I want to congratulate everyone for an excellent 2012. I
trust that united, we will continue to make a difference in
the lives of our customers and
our country in 2013,” AMML
said.

‘On our toes’

Oscar M. Lopez (OML),
chairman emeritus of the
Lopez Group, echoed the
ambassador’s optimism albeit
with some words of caution.
“There are numerous unsettled economic, financial
and political issues in the European Union, in the United
States and in the Middle East
that could adversely affect
the entire global economy.

crisp and clear channels, as
well as features that make
cable viewing much more
convenient and enjoyable—a
privilege that 95% of Metro
Manila SKYcable subscribers
already enjoy today.
“We are preparing to fully
transition all our cable channels to the digital platform to
free up channel capacity. This

will allow us to bring to our
subscribers more and better
digital offerings in the future,”
said Alan Supnet, SKYcable
head of Marketing.
In Metro Manila, Caloocan, Malabon, Navotas and
Valenzuela (or Camanava),
Rizal, Cavite and some areas in
Laguna and Bulacan, the first
batch of channels transitioning

We cannot afford to ignore
what is going on outside our
immediate markets and it is
important that we constantly
try to protect our businesses
from any adverse shocks that
may arise from the outside,”
OML said.
He reiterated the need for
all Lopez Group companies to
stay ahead of competition by
quickly recognizing the evolving needs of their markets,
being agile enough to respond
to those needs, and executing
strategies well.
“In other words, we must
continue to be prudent, aware
and on our toes,” OML concluded. (Carla Paras-Sison)

Carlos Ott: ‘We should
build sculptures’
CARLOS Ott, the star architect of Rockwell Land’s new
luxury high-rise project in
Manila, sat down with ABSCBN News Channel’s David
Celdran to talk about The
Proscenium.
The five-tower Proscenium
will rise on a 3.6-hectare property
that used to be the headquarters
of Colgate-Palmolive Philippines. Aside from its rounded,
pencil-like shape, the Proscenium will be distinguished by a
600-seat theater, a museum and
an open-air amphitheater.
At 25, Ott was chosen to
redesign Paris’ L’Opéra Bastille
in 1983, beating out almost 800
other rivals. When his “launching project” was formally unveiled five years later, he recalled
that among the heads of state
who graced the inauguration
was then Pres. Cory Aquino.
The Uruguay-born Ott told
Celdran that he tries to intro-

duce new lifestyles and
living
environments
to the client, adding
that he sees this as his
obligation as a professional.
“If I can convince
my client to try to get
out of the box…, I try
to do it,” he said. “A
shoebox building is
probably easier to build
but…we have done
many of those.”
In designing a project, he and his team
immerse
themselves
in the environment,
studying the site under different time and
weather
conditions.
Whether they are designing
a shopping center, an airport,
an opera house or a residential
building, Ott also makes it a
point to talk with the client
and the development’s poten-

SKYcable urges Mega Manila viewers to go digital
SKYCABLE
introduced
digital cable TV services in the
Philippines in 2009, allowing
subscribers to enjoy clear and
world-class
entertainment
in the comforts of their own
home through the SKYcable
Digibox.
This digitization effort
paved the way for subscribers
to experience more vibrant,

PHOTO BY: ABS-CBN FOUNDATION-MIKO ALIÑO

At the budget conference

First Balfour announces
core business expansion
FIRST Balfour has expanded
its core construction services
business to take advantage of
opportunities in the Philippines’
robust construction industry.
By creating five revenuegenerating divisions, First Balfour is set to improve its ability
to deliver projects, diversify its
customer base and establish a
sustainable competitive advantage.
Headed by senior vice president Rey Villar, the Construction Business Division shall be
the core business that handles
projects from the company’s
major clients. Ongoing projects under this division include
site development works for



to SKYcable’s digital platform
this year includes MYX (Ch.
23), CNN (Ch. 28), BeTV
(Ch. 35), National Geographic
(Ch. 41), AXN (Ch. 49), Star
Movies (Ch. 55), Lifestyle
Network (Ch. 23) and Velvet
(Ch. 23), which became inaccessible to subscribers without
the SKYcable Digibox starting
February 1, 2013.

To enjoy these channels,
SKYcable encourages its Mega
Manila subscribers to avail of
the free Digibox installation
offer for all their subscribed
outlets which will be available until April 15, 2013. For
more info, contact skyserves@
mysky.com.ph, www.facebook.
com/myskycable or www.twitter.com/skyserves.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

tial users, as well as the people
living around the area.
“…I try to create something
that is unique to that site. And
because no two sites are identical, therefore… two buildings
cannot be [identical],” Ott
said.
Ott is also inspired by
mid-20th century builders,
who built beautiful structures
creatively topped with cupolas,
crucifixes or spikes. In the last
half of the century, however,
buildings were simply finished
off with water tanks, stairs, air
conditioning and helipads.
“I think that is wrong. I
think that we should build
sculptures, not buildings,” Ott
said.
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couch potato

KAPAMILYA
Star Cinema’s Valentine’s Day offering

Coco, Julia reunite for ‘A Moment in Time’
AFTER winning the hearts of Filipino viewers worldwide as Daniel
and Katerina in “Walang Hanggan,” Coco Martin and Julia
Montes once again captivate
the whole nation as they reunite for their first movie
together.
“A Moment in Time,”
Star Cinema’s grand Valentine’s Day offering, will
be shown in cinemas

treats

Love is in the air—and on
MYX!

MYX spreads the love on Valentine’s Day via a
24-hour love song marathon and message center
on MYX Channel and MYXph.com. Send your
messages and photo and video dedications to be
posted on air and online. “Love on MYX” will
run all day on Valentine’s Day, from 12:01 a.m. to
11:59 p.m. Send your video messages and photos
with text dedications from February 1-8 and February 1-12, respectively. These will be uploaded
on MYXPH.com’s “Love on MYX” microsite on
February 13 at 11:30 p.m. Meanwhile, text messages will be accepted during the 24-hour “Love
on MYX” and will be posted on the “Love on
MYX” microsite and Twitter. (Katherine Solis)

The Oscars live on Velvet

Writer-director Seth MacFarlane
takes the Oscars stage for the first
time to host the 85th Academy
Awards. Catch the live and
complete telecast of the
85th Academy Awards
via Velvet Channel on
February 25 starting at
6 a.m. with the red carpet/arrivals special followed by the main ceremony at 9:30 a.m. Velvet
(SkyCable Channel 53) is available on SkyCable
Platinum, SkyCable Gold, SkyCable Silver and
other quality cable operators nationwide.

Coco plays
superhero in
‘Juan dela
Cruz’

Coco Martin takes
TV viewers on a
thrilling ride in the
Primetime Bida action-drama series “Juan
dela Cruz” weeknights
at 7:30 p.m. “Juan dela
Cruz” is the story of Juan
(Coco), a young man in
search of his real identity. Completing the cast
of “Juan dela Cruz” are Albert Martinez, ZsaZsa
Padilla, Joel Torre, Gina Pareño, Erich Gonzales,
Lotlot de Leon, William Lorenzo, Lilia Cuntapay,
Neil Coleta, Arron Villaflor and Eddie Garcia,
with the special participation of Jaime Fabregas
and Mylene Dizon. Don’t miss the adventures of
Philippine television’s newest superhero, Juan dela
Cruz! (Aaron Domingo)

‘Harapan’ with senatorial
candidates

Lynda Jumilla looks at the profiles and platforms of
the 33 senatorial candidates in ANC’s weekly election program “Harapan 2013.” For its pilot telecast
on February 5, Bayan Muna representative Teddy
Casiño and former senators Ernesto
Maceda and Ramon Magsaysay Jr.
will face each other and respond to
comments and questions from a live
audience and on social media. Know
the candidates before you vote for
them! Watch “Harapan 2013,”
7 p.m. on ANC (SkyCable
Channel 27). (Kane Choa)

nationwide beginning February 13,
2013.
Shot in Amsterdam and other
key cities in Europe, “A Moment in
Time” shares the romantic journey
of Patrick (Coco) and Jillian ( Julia), who both seek true love and
try hard to hold on to it. But just
when they think that there’s such
a thing as “happily ever after,” they
discover that something could shatter a seemingly perfect fairy tale.

Does everyone get a second chance
to recreate that moment when you
found your one true love?
Under the direction of Emmanuel Palo, also featured in “A Moment in Time” are ZsaZsa Padilla,
Cherrie Gil, Ella Cruz and Gabby
Concepcion.

Cinema One
Originals
Sizzling this February!
films make
‘Apoy sa Dagat’ sets TV screens on fire international
ABS-CBN’s most passionate primedebut
time drama series, “Apoy sa Dagat,”
sets TV screens on fire as it unravels
a compelling story of burning love
among four powerful characters: Serena, Rebecca (Angelica Panganiban
in a dual role), Ruben (Piolo Pascual)
and Anton (Diether Ocampo).
“Apoy sa Dagat” is the tale of a
woman named Serena who grew
up with no memory about her real
identity and why she ended up on
the island. With no family to hold
on to, Serena forms a special bond
with Ruben, the fishing village’s
roguish champion.
Just when everything seems perfect, an accident tests Serena’s love
for Ruben. How far will Serena go
to save the life of the only man she
loves? What is Anton’s relevance in
Serena’s life? Lastly, who is Rebec-

L-R: Diether, Angelica and Piolo

ca and how will she affect the lives
of Ruben, Anton and Serena?
Also part of the cast of “Apoy sa
Dagat” are Angel Aquino, Aiko
Melendez, Sylvia Sanchez, Perla
Bautista, Liza Lorena, Freddie
Webb, Melai Cantiveros, Eric
Fructuoso, Regine Angeles, Bryan

Santos and Mikaila Ramirez, with
the special participation of Nikki
Gil, Empress and Patrick Garcia.
“Apoy sa Dagat” is directed by FM
Reyes and Nick Olanka.
Catch ABS-CBN’s newest drama series, “Apoy sa Dagat,” weeknights on Primetime Bida!

L-R: Carla, Ivory, JR, Myra, Ronnel and Sonny Boy

Who will be the first Pinoy MasterChef?

Finalists gear up for ultimate showdown

THE last batch of cooks faces the
toughest battle of their lives as the
ultimate showdown for culinary
supremacy in ABS-CBN’s “kusina
serye,” “MasterChef Pinoy Edition,”
approaches.
In the grand finale titled “MasterChef Pinoy Edition: The Live
Cook-off ” on February 9, the remaining cooks are set to conquer
daunting challenges to prove their
worth to host Judy Ann SantosAgoncillo, Chef Ferns, Chef Lau
and Chef Jayps.

Carla, the Negosyante Kusinera
of Bulacan, has proven to be one
of the strongest contenders for her
traditional dishes with a twist. Ivory, the Kusina Fashionista of QC,
uses her experience of traveling to
different countries to add an extra
punch to her dishes.
Another standout personality is JR, the Rakistang Kusinero
of Benguet, while the Chef Accountant of Muntinlupa, Myra,
has proven to a silent but worthy
competitor.

Ronnel, the Boy Labong of
Pampanga, can whip up a simple
yet outstanding dish.
Meanwhile, Sonny Boy, the Darak King of Bataan, made history
when he became the first “MasterChef ” cook to prepare the top
dishes in two consecutive challenges.
Don’t miss “Masterchef Pinoy
Edition” as the remaining contestants fight their way to become the
first Pinoy MasterChef and win
P1 million! (Kane Choa)

TWO Cinema One Originals films
made their international premiere at
the 42nd edition of the International
Film Festival Rotterdam (IFFR) in
Rotterdam, Netherlands recently.
“Mater Dolorosa” (2012) and
“Big Boy” (2011), directed by Adolf
Alix Jr. and Shireen Seno, respectively, were presented at the 12-day
festival along with other feature
films coming from 60 countries.
“Big Boy” was showcased in
the “Bright Future” section, while
“Mater Dolorosa” was under the
“Spectrum” section which showed
recent feature-length work by experienced filmmakers and artists.
Alix’s film also competed for the
IFFR’s The Big Screen Award.
IFFR is one of the largest audience- and industry-driven film festivals in the world with a listed audience of 274,000 and more than
2,700 film professionals in 2012.
Meanwhile, Cinema One invited
seasoned and new breed directors to
submit entries to the 2013 Cinema
One Originals Festival for a chance
to be granted a P2-million or a P1M production budget. Full screenplay
entries may be submitted on or before
February 13, 2013. For more info, visit
www.facebook.com/CinemaOneOriginals and www.facebook.com/
Cinema1channel. The chosen films
will be showcased during the festival in
November 2013. Submit entries to the
Cinema One office, 8/F ELJ Building,
ABS-CBN Compound, QC.

COUNCILS
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PR CHALLENGE

The urge to converge
audiences through distinctly
different channels.
But this model cannot be
sustained in the new-media
environment, where content is
stirred up in one big stew and
it’s nigh impossible for people
to determine whether the origin
of the content they’re consuming was earned, owned, paid or
social.

Need for more
collaboration
IABC fellow Shel Holtz, IABC
all-star speaker, conducted a
well-attended seminar in Manila
in 2011

Excerpted from Shel Holtz’s “Tech
Talk” column in Communication
World
RESPONSIBILITY for communication traditionally has
been parceled out to the departments with the skills and
knowledge to fulfill the requirements for their distinct activities.
Advertising folks need media-buying savvy, for example,
but PR professionals don’t,
since their work is focused on
earning coverage that other
people produce…. Corporate
communicators need a solid
understanding of the business,
while marketers have to know
their products.
To make sure each of these
functions has what it needs
to do its work, organizations
create
departments—often
referred to, pejoratively, as silos. As a result, these various
functions have often operated
independently, each unaware
of what the others were doing. Nonetheless, this fractured
communication model has
worked fine, for the most part,
because the outputs from each
department targeted different

DON’T FORGET
February 4: IABC
Philippines general
membership meeting, Bayanihan Annex
Unilab, Mandaluyong,
10 a.m.-3 p.m. Confirm
your attendance at
756-0441, iabcphilippinesat30@yahoo.com or
0905-5579763
March 6: Anvil Awards,
Rizal Ballroom, Makati
Shangri-La Hotel.
Contact Ruth at 09175995072 or 623-9479

Understanding this mixedup, mashed-up, real-time media
world has led a growing number
of organizations to recognize
the need for more collaboration and coordination between
functions, a notion often labeled
“convergence.”
At the heart of convergence
is the development of a content
strategy before any one department or agency begins its work.
Once that strategy—which
includes goals and objectives,
target audiences, preferred platforms, and look and feel—has
been determined, the various
players need to work together to
ensure that their discrete efforts
combine to produce a unified
result.
…Look to Kraft Foods’ celebration of the Oreo cookie’s
centenary. As part of a larger
celebration that included elements like crowd-sourced photos of people enjoying their
cookies (dubbed Oreo Moments) and a print campaign,
the brand launched a 100-day
celebration leading up to the
October 2 anniversary featuring
a daily graphic. Every day, Oreo
cookies were featured online in
various scenarios—called Daily
Twists—recognizing everything
from annual holidays to breaking news.
Some Daily Twists were
interactive, others just imaginative. For each, visitors could
share the image; Facebook updates talking about the Twists
appeared on the page. You
could also suggest your own
Twist.
Each Daily Twist was posted
to the Oreo Facebook page,
tweeted and pinned to Pinterest.
The final image was crowdsourced. Fans were encouraged
to submit their ideas through
social media channels as well as
in person at a pop-up agency set
up in New York City’s Times
Square, where members of the
marketing team created the ad
on-site in a matter of hours.
Progress of the ad’s develop-

ment was shared in real time
via social media channels….
The final image was a high-five
imprinted in the cookie’s white
filling.

Orchestrated efforts

The
campaign’s
execution succeeded thanks to the
orchestrated efforts of four
agencies. Draftfcb is a global
advertising agency network,
360i is a digital agency, Weber
Shandwick does PR and MediaVest specializes in branding
and marketing. For the Daily
Twist campaign, however,
these agencies—which typically work independently for
distinct communication functions—were integrated into a
team that coordinated efforts
and collaborated on creative.
…The New York Times reported: “The campaign is indicative of efforts by marketers
and agencies to acknowledge
the sped-up internal clocks of
consumers as new technologies
have resulted in increased expectations of content delivered
instantly.”
The integration of breaking
news and current affairs into
the mix demonstrates a key
reason for coordination and cooperation among different disciplines.
Imagine trying to execute
this kind of content effort under a traditional communication model, with each department planning and developing
its own strategy. In its report,
Altimeter Group noted that the
silo approach to communication obstructs convergence, with
brands “organized in marketing
subgroups that are territorial,
competitive and political. They
compete amongst themselves
for budget, as well as prominence.”
As for agencies, Altimeter
found that “most agencies tend
to specialize in, or have a revenue model contingent upon,
only one…media channel
(among earned, owned, paid
and social).” The Oreo campaign simply couldn’t have
happened under this old model.
The approach Kraft took
with the campaign reflects the
way communicators will need
to adapt, one in which strategy
comes before work is divvied up
among aligned teams, departments, agencies and vendors
for development and production that accommodates and
leverages all four media components.



COMPTROLLERS’ CIRCLE

Comptrollers’ group holds 13th
general assembly, fellowship
THE Lopez Group Comptrollers’ Circle held its annual
general assembly and fellowship at the ABS-CBN ELJ
Communications Center recently.
Group comptroller Pearl
Catahan welcomed everyone
to the event, which had Mike
L. Lopez, VP and head of
Corporate Affairs of Lopez
Holdings Corporation, as the
special guest.
One of the day’s highlights
was the speech delivered by
Justice Sec. Leila de Lima,
who shared her ideas on personal stress management.
Meanwhile, healing priest
Fr. Joey Faller of the Kamay
ni Hesus Ministry Foundation Inc. discussed spiritual
wellness and strengthening
family relationships. He later
blessed each member of the
Comptrollers’ Circle specifically to heal them of their ailments.
Dr. Rolando Balburias of
the Medical City’s Center

Sec. Leila de Lima (center) with Lopez Holdings Corp. VP Mike Lopez, Lopez Group comptroller Pearl Catahan and Comptrollers’ Circle
core officers Marvi Marcelino and Jei-Jei Gertes

for Wellness and Aesthetic
talked about solutions to
weight concerns as well as
body wellness and healthy
lifestyles.
In 1999, the Comptrollers’ Circle was organized
by chairman emeritus Oscar
M. Lopez. Its main objective
is to maintain a high standard of financial reporting
in the Lopez Group and to
promote work-life balance
among its members. It is for
this reason that the group

conducts an annual assembly,
which showcases topics beyond the realm of accounting to address the personal
development of comptrollers
and accountants within the
Lopez Group and to promote work-life balance.
The Comptrollers’ Circle
core team includes Pearl Catahan, Mon Pagdagdagan,
Marvi Marcelino, Jei-Jei
Gertes, Jingle Hernandez,
Lanie Caimol and Vicky
Martinez. ( Jei-Jei Gertes)

HR COUNCIL

Lopez Values Facebook winners

FOR his call for unity among
Filipinos, Errol Jerico Samiano
Inumerable of First Philec garnered the most “likes” on Facebook to receive the top prize
in the HR Council’s “What
do you want this Christmas?”
contest.

“All I want for Christmas is to
have a country that is united. We
may have different cultures, beliefs and practices but we should
always bear in mind that we
are all Pinoys. Let us show the
world that oneness is possible in
a country as diverse as ours. Let’s
show them the Filipino spirit,” Inumerable wrote.
His total of 471
likes was good for
first place, which
came with a Christmas gift basket
worth P6,000.
First
runnerup Doris Nuval of
Knowledge Channel

Foundation Inc. collected 218
likes for her wish of “the gift of
wellness for every Filipino family.” She won a Christmas gift
basket worth P4,000.
Second runner-up Reynald
Pucio of Bayan wished for “love
and peace on Earth.” He earned
48 likes and a P3,000 Christmas gift basket.
Cedie Lopez Vargas, chair of
the Lopez Group HR Council,
commended the entrants for
coming up with wishes that
are in line with the seven Lopez Values, adding that they
“demonstrate how each of us
envisions hope for our nation’s
future through a deep understanding of our Values.”

Mesala pays final dividend for 2012

MERALCO Employees Savings and Loan Association Inc.
(Mesala) declared a final dividend equivalent to 2.80% of the
member’s capital contribution
as of December 31, 2012.
In a memo dated January 25, 2013, Mesala general
manager Ernesto Iglesia said
the dividend was computed
“based on the net income for
the year less partial dividend

payments made until October
31, 2012.”
He noted that the total
dividend hit an industry high
of 17.60% in spite of the continuing cut on the Bangko
Sentral ng Pilipinas key policy
interest rate, which dropped
the yield for long-term placements by as much as 6%. The
slightly lower dividend rate is
a result of the declining in-

vestment and lending rates in
the market.
The dividend will be credited
to the member’s savings deposit
unless he or she issues a written
authorization for Mesala to credit
it to a designated bank account.
The cash dividend may be
withdrawn and the dividend statement claimed at the Mesala office,
Meralco Compound beginning
January 31, 2013, said Iglesia.
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EXECUTIVE FEATURE

Jeepney TV
offers a ride
to nostalgia

“4:30 na, ‘Ang TV ’
na!”
Travel back to
1992 B.F. (Before
Facebook), when
the highlight of
our day was the half-hour
spent with a gang of smartalecky kids.
Get on ABS-CBN’s
Jeepney TV as it brings back
television’s top-rating shows!
In “Tawa Way Zone,”
comedy king Dolphy’s “Home
Along da Riles” charms today’s
audiences anew as it airs daily
on weekdays at 7 p.m. This is
followed at 8 p.m. by backto-back episodes of “Bida
si Mister, Bida si Misis” on
Mondays and “Whattamen”
on Tuesdays.
Aga Muhlach’s adventures
as a veterinarian in “Oki Doki
Doc” air on Wednesdays, while
“Pwedeng-Pwede” with Robin
Padilla and Redford White
bring on the laughs on Thursdays and the irreverent bunch
of “Goin’ Bananas” rules on
Fridays. The award-winning
political satire “Abangan Ang
Susunod na Kabanata” makes
its comeback on Saturdays at
7 p.m.
Jeepney TV also offers
unforgettable teleseryes on
weeknights such as “Pangako
Sa ’Yo” starring Jericho Rosales and Kristine Hermosa
and “It Might Be You” with
John Lloyd Cruz and Bea
Alonzo.
Other ABS-CBN shows
such as “Ang TV,” “Game
KNB?,” “Ryan Ryan Musikahan” and “Gimik” keep your
beautiful TV memories alive.
For your 24/7 dose of
Kapamilya nostalgia, catch
Jeepney TV on SkyCable
Channel 69!

MILESTONES
1953

After setting up a transmitter tower in San Juan and
importing 300 TV sets, Alto
Broadcasting System (ABS)
on October 23 airs a party that
ABS co-owner Tony Quirino
hosts at his home in Sitio Alto
Quirino in 1951 had bought
into Bolinao Electronics, James
Lindenberg’s five-year-old firm
supplying radio equipment to
Filipino broadcasters. Bolinao
was then renamed Alto, after
Quirino and his wife Aleli

1957

Acquired by Eugenio H. Lopez Sr., owner of Chronicle

Clockwise from top left: ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio L. Lopez III, president and CEO Charo Santos-Concio and
channel head Cory Vidanes; SkyCable managing director Carlo Katigbak and ABS-CBN CIO Mark L. Lopez; the
evening’s hosts, Korina Sanchez and Noli de Castro; the audience cheers the performers; Kuh Ledesma sings ‘A Million
Thanks to You’; Jovit Baldivino and Marcelito Pomoy; Erik Santos; Jed Madela, Yeng Constantino and KZ Tandingan; and Fr. Tito Caluag, an imam and a pastor deliver the invocation

‘Kapamilya’...
from page 1

The few Filipinos who
owned TV sets ogled the history-making affair from their
living rooms, on rinky-dink affairs that were not much bigger
than today’s iPads.
Quirino, who also happened
to be Pres. Elpidio Quirino’s
brother, had just pulled off the
country’s very first television
broadcast on Channel 3; the
date was October 1953.
Lopez Group founder Eugenio “Eñing” Lopez Sr. entered
the picture with his purchase of
ABS in early 1957, along with
several other assets, including
the San Juan transmitter and
the ABS studios on Florentino
Torres St., Manila.
Less than six months later, he
had the pieces of what would later
become the Philippines’ leading
broadcasting network. For in addition to his own fledgling radioTV franchise called Chronicle
Broadcasting Network or CBN
and his new acquisition ABS,
Don Eñing had also acquired two
radio stations called Monserrat
Broadcasting System, all of which
found a home on a 44, 027-square
meter lot on Bohol Avenue.
And that is how the kwento
of the Lopez family and ABSCBN began.
Broadcasting Network, on
February 24

1961

On June 14, Eugenio “Geny”
Lopez Jr. (ELJ) realizes his
dream of “bridges on the air”
with the initial telecast of
DYCB-TV Channel 3 Cebu

1966

ELJ forges an agreement between Radio Corporation of
America and ABS-CBN/Bolinao for the establishment of
the first color TV broadcast
in the Philippines

1967

Broadcasts Philippine TV’s first
marathon election coverage on

Kickoff

Stars in their own right,
it was ABS-CBN employees’
turn to take front and center at
the kickoff of the 60th anniversary of Philippine television on
January 16, 2013.
“You are the stars of today’s
shows,” said Korina Sanchez,
who hosted the show with fellow “TV Patrol” anchor Noli de
Castro. “We are starting a yearlong celebration with a thanksgiving for all your significant
contributions to ABS-CBN.”
Eight employees from different departments and backgrounds took up the evening’s
battle cry of “Kwento Natin Ito,”
sharing their experiences and
insights as Kapamilya.
Reporter Dindo Amparo
was in Lebanon in 2005 to report on the situation of the Filipinos in the evacuation centers
during the Cedar Revolution.
The first thing they were tasked
to do was to find a way to get
a TFC [The Filipino Channel]
signal in the evacuation center.
“When we switched on
the TV and TFC programs
appeared on the screen, the
Filipinos, who were scared and
hopeless just moments ago,
rejoiced,” Amparo recalled. “It
really opened my eyes to ABSCBN’s mission of being in the
service of the Filipino people.”
November 14. “Halalan ’67”
airs poll results and updates for
36 hours straight

1968

Begins to use live satellite
transmissions from abroad,
with events like the funeral
of Robert Kennedy in June
and the US presidential
elections
Inaugurates its new
Broadcast Center on Bohol
Avenue on December 18

1969

Delivers its “Man on
the Moon” coverage, the
country’s first telecast of
an event via satellite; the

ABS-CBN Batangas’ Joan
Panopio’s family was so poor
that her father trained her to be
a boxer, figuring it was a quick
way to make a buck. But the
feisty girl nurtured a dream of
her own—she wanted to be the
next Korina Sanchez. Panopio,
who thought she did not have
the looks and background to
be an ABS-CBN talent, now
anchors “TV Patrol Southern
Tagalog.”
“It’s not about the money.
ABS-CBN has definitely given
me more than that,” she said.
Other employees who
shared their kwento during the
kickoff were Digital Newsgathering head Val Cuenca,
Creative
Communications
Management’s Christine Daria-Estabillo, Rizza Ebriega of
TV Production, Aris Jurado of
Manila Radio Division, Herman Pablico of the Regional
Network Group and Manila
Radio Division head Peter
Musngi.
Throughout the year, other
employees will also share their
stories. All of them represent
the 60 years since Filipinos
watched a party in San Juan—
the maiden broadcast of ABS
in 1953. Later, viewers, too,
will have a chance to relate how
their lives were touched by the
Kapamilya network.

“The theme ‘Kwento Natin
Ito’ is not about the story of
ABS-CBN; it’s the story of all
Filipinos,” ABS-CBN president
and CEO Charo Santos-Concio
said. “Philippine TV is a magical
box that contains the colors of
our collective experiences, emotions, dreams, imaginations and
all things that make us human
and make us Filipino.”
Santos-Concio added that
it is an honor for ABS-CBN
to have been the one to launch
Philippine television, and for it
to be recognized as the leading
network for Filipinos wherever
they may be in the world.
Chairman Eugenio “EL3”
Lopez III harked back to the
ironclad dictum of his father
and grandfather, chairman
emeritus Eugenio “Geny” Lopez Jr. (ELJ) and Don Eñing,
when they took the reins of the
former ABS.
“We are a Filipino organization. This is why we have been
given the gift of being able to
build one-on-one relationships with each of our Filipino
brothers. This is our gift. This is
our mission,” EL3 said.
More than being a corporate name, the chairman
stressed that ABS-CBN is “the
living institution composed of
you, me and every employee
that has dedicated himself or

herself to be in the service of
the Filipino.”
“That’s what we have been
doing for the past 60 years and
that is what ABS-CBN will
continue to do for all its existence,” EL3 said
An audiovisual presentation
showing the legacy of ELJ was
also shown, while the ABSCBN Philharmonic Orchestra,
led by music director Gerard
Salonga, played an overture of
the ABS-CBN theme. Interspersed among the Kapamilya
kwento were musical performances by Gary Valenciano,
Kuh Ledesma, Jed Madela,
Eric Santos, Yeng Constantino,
Jovit Baldivino, Marcelito Pomoy and KZ Tandingan.

network airs live satellite
feeds and news updates

from cellar dweller to No. 1
in less than six months

1998

Increases its color programming
to eight hours a week. Until
mid-1970, it is the only TV
network broadcasting in color

Starts to broadcast via
domestic satellite system

president, while ELJ becomes
chairman
The Filipino Channel
(TFC) is launched in April
In May, ABS-CBN creates the
Sarimanok News Network,
later renamed ABS-CBN
News Channel (ANC)

Reaches 93% of TV households via a network of 35 TV
stations and affiliates

1970

1972

ABS-CBN and its affiliate stations are seized and its owners
forcibly ejected after the country
is placed under martial law

1988
1991

The Talent Center is established to develop a stable of
new stars for the network

1992

1986

Regional stations begin
producing programs for the
local audience

1987

Star Cinema debuts with
“Adan Ronquillo”

On September 16, ABSCBN resumes broadcasting
Relaunched as “The Star
Network,” the network leaps

1993

1994

EL3 is named ABS-CBN

The year ahead

The three-part celebration to mark this milestone in
Philippine TV is spearheaded
by ABS-CBN’s Marketing
Department, with SantosConcio and channel head Cory
Vidanes as program leaders.
Practically all ABS-CBN
“hands” are on deck to ensure
that efforts are synergized—
and memorably so—across all
the ABS-CBN platforms, said
Corporate Marketing head
Cookie Bartolome.
These include the Special
Projects, Corporate Communications, HR, Sales and Market-

1996

1997

EL3 takes the reins to
become ABS-CBN chairman
and CEO
ABS-CBN Foundation
Inc. puts up Bantay Bata 163,
which makes a significant
contribution in the efforts to
stop child abuse

ing, Creative Communications
Management, Merchandising
and Licensing teams.
“We started planning this as
early as May last year because
we know this is a big milestone.
Aside from the Kapamilya stories, we’ll be launching many
exciting products and services
all throughout the year that
go beyond just broadcast or
Channel 2,” Bartolome promised.
ABS-CBN’s coverage of
upcoming national events and
celebrations will also hew to
the “Kwento Natin Ito” theme,

particularly the May 2013 elections and the traditional summer station ID. As part of the
celebration of the 60th year of
Philippine TV, ABS-CBN subsidiaries will also be marking
their own milestones: the 20th
year of TFC and Star Cinema,
and the 25th for the Regional
Network Group.
The celebration is seen to
culminate in October with the
2013 Run for the Pasig River,
which the organizers hope will
break the record that it notched
during the run’s 2010 edition,
Bartolome said.

2013 is the 60th
year of Philippine TV!
ABS-CBN has lined up a full
year of activities to celebrate
the 60th anniversary of the
first Philippine broadcast:
February-October:
Employee stories and viewer
stories
March: “Kwento Natin Ito,”
News version
April: Summer station ID
June: “Kwento Natin Ito,”
TFC version
July: “Kwento Natin Ito,” Entertainment version/Launch

Reaches 97% of the country’s
TV households and 88% of
the land area

1999

2000

Embarks on digitalization

2002

In June, the ABS-CBN
International division spins
off into a wholly owned
subsidiary as ABS-CBN
Global Limited

2006

Ends the year with a 42.7%

of Project Mary
August: “Kwento Natin Ito,”
Public Service version
September-October:
Culmination theme video,
Convergence version
October: 60 Years Grand
Gala Night
Sixtieth year memorabilia
such as mugs and shirts are
now also available for sale.
For more info, contact
your company’s HR Department.

audience share nationwide,
making it the country’s No. 1
network

2007

DZMM Radyo Patrol
630 launches the DZMM
TeleRadyo cable TV channel,
merging the radio and television media

2008

Channel head Charo
Santos-Concio becomes the
company’s fifth president
Goes tapeless in its TV
production in and out of the
studios, adopts BayaniJuan as
corporate social responsibility
project and wins 130 awards

ABS-CBN Corporation chief
executive officer Charo Santos-Concio can still feel the
passionate movie fan inside
her.
This perennial viewing of
show business from the audience’s perspective has led to a
most successful career first as
an award-winning actress, and
then as a well-loved and highly
respected corporate executive.
“At an early age, my parents
taught me the value of passion. To engage, to focus and
be passionate in everything
that I do—from school and
household work to relationships with people, to setting
goals and achieving them. I
am innately a movie fan, and
the passion for movies and
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By Carla Paras-Sison

operation to upgrade skills and
talents of people identified to
fill in more senior leadership
positions in the future. We are
hitting targets on this one and
are satisfied with the results we
are getting,” she says.
Today, as CEO effective
January 1, 2013, she is set on
“sustaining the corporate growth
and leadership momentum that
EL3 (ABS-CBN chairman
Eugenio Lopez III) has started,
and continuing to create worldclass content that can be applied
in various platforms.”
The key to achieving these
objectives lies in leadership and
organization.
Under a new structure,
LOBs (lines of business) and
Integrated Corporate Services

values that are aligned
with corporate values; a
clear understanding of
the company’s overall
business strategy; and
great people and communication skills.
To top it all, she is not
numbed by her long years
of service. On the contrary,
she remains invigorated
with eyes fresh
and full of
passion.

ABS-CBN CEO Charo Santos-Concio:

Passion in serving the Filipino

television, and to learn the
intricacies of these industries
led me to where I am today,”
says Santos-Concio.
She quotes civil rights
activist Harriet Tubman who
said, “Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always
remember, you have within
you the strength, the patience,
and the passion to reach for
the stars to change the world.”

Groups (ICSGs) were created.
The head of one LOB or ICSG
acts like the chief operating
officer (COO) of his or her
business. Each LOB or ICSG
head is mandated to lead in
accordance with the corporate
strategy and is expected to contribute to the overall growth of
the business.
Santos-Concio says the
next ABS-CBN COO can
come from the pool of LOB
First female president
When Santos-Concio be- and ICSG leaders.
came ABS-CBN’s first female Consistent leader
Among the principles that
president in 2008, she gave
priority to training and orga- govern the identification of
future leaders at ABS-CBN are
nization.
“We have reorganized key indicators Santos-Concio
and strengthened our corpo- topped for decades prior to
rate operating structures. We being promoted to her current
have hired new people from post: sustained excellent perthe outside to lead new busi- formance; proven track record
nesses and service offerings, in his or her area of work; conand institutionalized training tribution to business growth
programs in various areas of and competitiveness; personal

“Passion is the burning fire
within you, the energy that
pushes you to bring more of
who you are into what you
do—as an individual, as a
parent, as a leader. To succeed,
you’ve got to have the passion
for learning, for communication, for creativity, for excellence, for change,” SantosConcio says.

Changes its corporate name
to ABS-CBN Corporation,
dropping “Broadcasting” in
response to the changes in the
media landscape
Pioneers the use of the
broadcast technology augmented reality, which combines
computer-generated imagery
with live video in real time, in
its “Halalan 2010” coverage
The 10.10.10. Run for
the Pasig River breaks the
world record for the most
participants in a footrace
with 116,086 runners

Philippines travel website
through the resources of
the ABS-CBN Regional
Network Group
Announces that it is set
to build state-of-the-art
soundstages and backlots
that will enable the
Kapamilya network to meet
its expansion plans and its
growing needs to serve the
viewing public
DZMM marks its 25th
anniversary with the yearlong “SilveRadyo” campaign

from various award-giving
bodies

2009

Through Boto Mo, I-Patrol Mo,
the world learns about the Maguindanao/Ampatuan massacre.
It was a Boto Patroller who first
sent a picture from the crime
scene to ABS-CBN. ANC is
the first to break the news
The “Bro, Ikaw ang Star ng
Pasko” Christmas station ID
becomes a household sensation

2010

Generates unprecedented
profits of P3.2 billion, almost
double the net income
recorded in 2009

2011

Launches the Choose

Fulfilling ABS-CBN’s
mission

Such passion is evident
in the way she ensures that
ABS-CBN can continue to
fulfill its mission of serving
the Filipino worldwide.
“As Kapitan Geny (the
late ABS-CBN chairman
emeritus Eugenio M. Lopez
Jr.) said, ‘Public service is doing well by doing good. It may
sound incredible, or worse
still, just an ingenious public
relations line. But I see it as

2012

Launches the Jeepney
TV archive channel on

the single compelling reason I
still go to work each day.’ ABSCBN is in business to serve
our public. Impeccable service
is our corporate philosophy. It
may be altered, dimensionalized and expressed in varying
consumer-oriented communications executions, but it must
remain oriented toward the
very public that supports and
sustains us,” Santos-Concio
says.
According to her, she imbibed the value of service growing up. Her father was a government doctor and her mother
was a teacher, both professions
anchored on service.
“I am extremely thankful to have the chance to lead
a company whose core is to
provide service. In the words of
Kapitan: It is an opportunity to
render public service without
being in public office.”

SkyCable, and the iWantv
service and TFC.tv
SkyCable acquires
Destiny Cable, strengthening
its hold as the number one
cable TV service provider in
the Philippines
“TV Patrol” celebrates its
25th anniversary
Creates the ABS-CBN
Philharmonic Orchestra,
with First Philippine Holdings Corporation

2013

Santos-Concio becomes
CEO, while EL3 remains
chairman of the board (Kane
Choa)
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KCFI UPDATE
par with the rest of the developed world….” “I am talking
about the superintendents, the
principals, the teachers. To
bring the Knowledge Channel to every learning space, we
need to focus so much more on

KCh beneficiary of Pro-Friends run

Rina Lopez Bautista (seated, center) signs the memorandum of agreement with Richard Tay, VP-Sales and Marketing Cavite Business Unit
of Pro-Friends, with KCFI consultant Dr. Fe Hidalgo. Looking on
are (standing, from left) KCFI Resource Mobilization officer Marilou
Tioseco, Resource Mobilization senior manager Jerome Montemayor,
Pro-Friends Corporate Communications’ Monica Morales and KCFI
EVP Noel Canivel

FPIP bats for Filipino
values via ‘Palarong Pinoy’
BANKING on the principle
of starting them young, First
Philippine Industrial Park
(FPIP) reintroduced traditional
children’s games to Batangas
students as a way to instill Filipino values.
With the Department of
Education-Division of Tanauan
City, reinforced by the HandsOn Tanauan Youth Organization, FPIP bannered Palarong
Pinoy in its corporate social
responsibility undertaking in
a day of playing patintero, piko,
luksong baka, luksong lubid, luksong tinik, sipa, batuhang bata,

habulang sako, kadang-kadang
and sundot hipon.
A total of 343 pupils from
Grades 1 to 3 and 38 teachers from 10 public elementary
schools participated in the event
held in Tanauan City North
Central School last September.
The respective school heads and
district supervisors were also
present to support the players.
Larong Pinoy is more than a
game. It is a vehicle to instill patriotism, pave the way for family
bonding and a way to enliven

neighborhood
communities.
Larong Pinoy teaches the youth
to love our country, to take pride
in being Filipino. The lessons
they learn through play will be a
part of them for the rest of their
lives. (Marco Antonio Amurao)

CALENDAR

BAYAN Academy offers the
following certificate training
courses this month:
Feb. 4-5, 7-8: Finance
Management Program
Feb. 6-7, 20-21: Marketing
Management Program
Feb. 11-12, 18-19:
Strategic Planning and
Management
Feb. 11-12, 19-20, 26-27:
Entrepreneurship Program
Feb. 13-14: Operations
Management Program
Feb. 25-26: Organizational
Development Program
For rates, call Carol Arcaya at
426-3140. Bayan Academy
reserves the right to change
course dates.

Citi Foundation COO visits Bayan Academy

Citi Foundation chief operating officer Brandee McHale was in the Philippines recently to visit Bayan Academy’s Citi Microenterprise Development
Center (CMDC). On the same occasion, Bayan Academy chairman Dr.
Eduardo Morato and president Raul Manikan unveiled CMDC’s website,
www.bayanacademy.org/cmdc. CMDC, a partnership between Bayan
Academy and Citi Foundation, seeks to provide a venue for Filipinos to
learn management and receive mentorship from professionals. The center,
located at Bayan Academy in Quezon City, has so far trained 310 micro
entrepreneurs in a wide array of industries. Photo shows Dr. Morato (3rd
from right) and Manikan (rightmost) with McHale (3rd from left) and colleagues from Citi and Bayan Academy, including (from left) Kevin Goco,
Jasmine Thomas and Rajitha Vinnakota.

shows Gov. Nava (center) looking at how a 16thcentury map—a part of the Lopez Museum’s
priceless collection—is being conserved as explained by conservator Grace de Leon (right),
while Ortiz looks on. (Dulce Festin-Baybay)

Pasig bishop visits
Lopez Museum

those who can make it happen
in those areas…. It is they who
can help us reach our dreams
in the soonest possible time,”
Lopez Bautista stressed. Read
the KCFI president’s full
speech at www.lopezlink.ph.

KCFI was chosen as a beneficiary of the Run for E-Learning sponsored by real estate
company Property Company
of Friends Inc. (Pro-Friends).
The event will be held at the
CCP Complex, Pasay on February 17, 2013.
Pro-Friends’ contribution
will enable a school each in
Imus, Cavite; Pavia, Iloilo; and
Mexico, Pampanga to receive
KCh’s on-demand educational
materials packages. KCh lauded the educational initiatives
of companies like Pro-Friends,
saying that these satisfy students’ and teachers’ thirst for
learning. (Marilou Consing)
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ONGOINGS

KCFI chief urges focus on educational leadership
KNOWLEDGE
Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI)
president and executive director Rina Lopez Bautista, in a
recent speech, highlighted the
need to bring the Philippines’
educational leadership “up to

MUSEUM/VALUES

AFI, PAGCOR unveil marker for P20M estero rehab donation Following the

completion of the rehabilitation of Estero de Paco, a marker has been inaugurated at the estero headwater to symbolize the support that the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (PAGCOR) extended to ABS-CBN
Foundation Inc. (AFI)-Kapit Bisig Para sa Ilog Pasig (KBPIP) to make the rehab a reality. PAGCOR donated a
total of P20 million to KBPIP in November 2010, P10M of which went to direct estero expenses and the remaining P10M to the redevelopment of Paco Market. Photo shows AFI managing director Gina Lopez (rightmost)
with (l-r) KBPIP project director Grace Sumalpong, PAGCOR’s Ramon Stephen Villaflor, Jorge Sarmiento,
Cristino Naguiat Jr., Henry Reyes and Maricar Bautista. (Faizza Tanggol)

INAEC delivers relief goods
for victims of typhoon Pablo
INAEC Aviation Corp. was
among the Lopez Group companies that raced to assist the victims
of super typhoon Pablo in Southern Mindanao last December.
The company led by president Benjamin R. Lopez provided aircraft shuttles to deliver
relief goods to Davao in two
tranches, on December 22, 2012
and again on January 13, 2013.
The relief goods were collected from Sagip Kapamilya,
Rockwell Club, and its various
members and concessionaires.
These included medicines,
canned goods, noodles, crackers, ready-to-eat food sachets,
bottled water, towels, tablecloths, personal items and toys.
Meanwhile, Sagip Kapamilya, ABS-CBN Corporation

and its Regional Network
Group (RNG) continue to
make the rounds of the evacuation centers in the affected
areas in Mindanao.
The teams have conducted 49
relief operations from December
4, 2012 to January 21, 2013, the
latest date for which figures are
available; they occasionally covered more than one area per day,
including three operations on
Christmas Day.
In all, 148,764 individuals
from 37,191 families have received
relief assistance, while 1,500 kids
were given Christmas loot bags
during the Christmas holidays.
A total of 5,275 individuals have
been fed in soup kitchens, with
another 2,014 patients treated in
various medical missions.

To help the victims of typhoon
Pablo through Sagip Kapamilya,
drop off in-kind donations at the
Sagip Kapamilya warehouse, 137
Mother Ignacia Ave., QC. You
may also call the Sagip Kapamilya hotline at 411-4995, Marcel
Riñon at 0917-8078082 or Erleo
Bacabac at 0917-8874411.

implemented by EDC to address
the escalating problem of deforestation and vanishing prime rare
endemic tree species.
The first day of the conference was tightly packed with
motivational speeches, expert
lectures and practical workshops.
On the second day, the participants went outdoors for treeplanting and team-building activities. BINHI seedlings which
are purely premium endangered
Philippine species such as
apitong, dao, ipil, kamagong, molave and yakal-saplungan were
planted by the delegates at the
Eugenio Lopez Center.
In the afternoon, they worked
on their project proposals which
were judged based on their com-

ON the eve of the feast of the Immaculate Conception last December 7, 2012, Pasig Bishop Mylo
Hubert Vergara visited the Lopez Memorial Museum and Library.
Vergara was impressed with the museum’s
collection, particularly the Filipiniana collection
on the babaylan (so-called priests during ancient
times) and the Jose Rizal collection. He said that
he will endorse museum visits to parochial schools
within his diocese.
After visiting the museum and library, Vergara
officiated at the First Friday Mass, followed by
lunch with the Lopez family and Lopez Group
CEOs. The Energy Development Corporation
choir provided the music during the celebration
of the Holy Eucharist. This was the first time the
bishop of Pasig came to celebrate Mass at Benpres Building.
The activity was sponsored by Lopez Inc., First
Philippine Holdings Corporation, First Philippine

SPECIAL FEATURE

Realty Corporation and Lopez Group Foundation Inc. ( Jei-Jei Gertes, Dulce Festin-Baybay)

Guimaras gov at
Roberto M. Lopez
Conservation Center

Governor Dr. Felipe Nava of Guimaras, with the
province’s planning officer Cecile Ortiz, recently
toured the Lopez Museum and Library and the
Roberto M. Lopez Conservation Center. Photo

ON February 9, 2013 from 2
p.m.-4 p.m., join the Lopez
Museum and Library, in collaboration with the Philippine Society for Medieval Studies, as Dr. Isidro Sia explores various
herbal medicines widely used in the Philippines in
a lecture entitled “Filipino Herbal Medicine and
Traditional Healing Practices.” Dr. Sia will also
discuss traditional healing practices both from an
anthropological and medical standpoint.
Dr. Sia, currently the director of the Institute
of Herbal Medicine, National Institutes of Health
in the University of the Philippines (UP)-Manila,
has worked with both local and international
government and nongovernment organizations.
He earned his bachelor’s degree and
Ph.D. in medicine from UP, where he
also currently teaches, and his Ph.D.
in philosophy from the Kobe University School of Medicine.
To supplement the lecture,
the museum will also feature its
collection of works by Fr. Manuel
Blanco, O.S.A., “Flora de Filipinas.”
Lecture fee is P100 for students and
P120 for nonstudents. (Ethel Villafranca)

NOSTALGIA
Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. —George Santayana

February 2, 1931

Eugenio H. Lopez Sr. and his brother
Fernando found Iloilo Shipping, a ferryboat
service between Iloilo and Negros Occidental; the MV Kanlaon is their first ship

February 1, 1933

Lopez-owned INAEC’s Stinson Trimotor
takes off from Fort San Pedro in Iloilo on
its inaugural flight to Manila

February 16, 1933

INAEC begins making regular Iloilo-Manila flights and soon expands to Zamboanga
and Cebu
Source: Mercy Servida, head librarian, Lopez
Memorial Museum Library

‘Grounded,’ new museum exhibit, opens
this month

Grounded, the Lopez Museum’s latest exhibition,
opens on February 22, 2013.
Dealing with the position of the museum as a
cultural institution, Grounded examines its relationship with different localities as it makes its way from
Pasay, Pasig and eventually to Makati. The exhibit
focuses on waterscapes and features artworks from
the museum’s permanent collection, alongside new
works by invited artists Toym Imao, Jing Turalba,
Goldie Poblador and Alma Quinto.
The Lopez Memorial Museum is at the ground
floor, Benpres Building, Exchange Road corner
Meralco Avenue, Pasig City. Museum days and
hours are Mondays to Saturdays, except holidays, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.
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What does 2013 hold for you?
By Zenaida Seva

patience (not that you have much, if any). Money
can be a problem. Friends and family make
undue demands on your dwindling resources.
Think positive; avoid worry lest your health suffer.

Relief goods are loaded on an
INAEC plane for transport to
Mindanao

EDC-BINHI youth leaders gain
new perspective on environment
FIFTY-eight student leaders
from universities and colleges
all over the Philippines are
aiming to start a more strategic, focused and systematic
environmental program in their
schools after attending the first
Energy Development Corporation (EDC)-BINHI Youth
Conference (BYC).
The conference is part of the
greater “BINHI movement” of
the Lopez Group to encourage
the country’s youth to initiate and sustain environmental
awareness and protection projects within their own schools
and communities.
BINHI is a nationwide
10-year reforestation and biodiversity restoration project being

Bishop Mylo Vergara (left) at the Lopez Museum with
Cedie Lopez Vargas (center) and (l-r) head librarian
Mercy Servida, Third Generation Holdings’ Jei-Jei
Gertes and LGFI’s Dulce Festin-Baybay

Seated, from right: Lopez Group chairman emeritus
Oscar M. Lopez, Vergara, Connie R. Lopez and
Angela Lopez-Guingona; Standing, from right: Cedie
Lopez Vargas, Presentacion Lopez Psinakis, Cary
Lopez, Rogy Panganiban, Chita Taylor and Jay Lopez

Lecture
on herbal
medicines on
February 9



patibility with BINHI, viability,
strategic content and replicability.
The team from the University of
Southeastern Philippines emerged
as the top winner. They proposed
to produce T-shirts made from
recycled materials; each T-shirt
will come with a packet of seeds
of a BINHI tree that the buyer
can plant. Proceeds from the shirt
sales will be used for the construction of an on-campus greenhouse
for students to be able to study
and culture rare and endangered
native tree species.
The BYCers pledged to hone
their leadership skills and continue their green advocacy by sharing what they learned from the
BYC with their family, friends
and schoolmates. (Toni Nieva)

WHAT’S in store for you in the Year of the
Black Water Snake?
RAT (1936, 1948, 1960, 1972, 1984) —
Projects stall and suffer unpredictable delays.
Enterprises may not progress as quickly as you
may have foreseen. Whatever advances you make
now will be the result of groundwork carefully
laid out last year. Hold steady. Be patient in relationships. Guard finances. If you can be objective
about events, this need not be a “lost” year.

OX (1937, 1949, 1961, 1973,
1985) —This is a very special year when you

reap the success you so richly deserve. There
are many opportunities now for you to advance
your political and financial goals. New business
partners and friends appear. If in a serious
romantic relationship, you may think of getting
married. In your career, you will receive honors
and public acclaim.

TIGER (1938, 1950, 1962, 1974,
1986)—An anxious year for one used to getting
what you want when you want it. You’re accustomed to working at warp speed; blocks in your
path which slow you down test the limits of your

RABBIT (1939, 1951, 1963, 1975,
1987) —If you sidestep your emotions and

biases, you stand to make a lot of money now.
There’ll be lots of opportunity to make shrewd
business deals and enter into beneficial partnerships in your personal relationships; however,
beware you don’t throw caution to the wind. Be
discreet. Or you could be the target of gossip
and bad publicity. As if you care.

DRAGON (1940, 1952, 1964,
1976, 1988) —A year that finally

vindicates you in the eyes of those who looked
askance at your plans in the past. Now you show
everyone that your past decisions and actions in
business, career and relationships were sound,
after all. Resist the urge to gloat and put down
erstwhile detractors. Move on, but start no new
projects now. Consolidate your gains.

SNAKE (1941, 1953, 1965, 1977,
1989) —Your personal New Year. Make the

most of it. What you do now heralds and
presages the rest of the coming 12-year cycle.
The stage is set for new beginnings, when you
can dare a new “enterprise”: social, financial
and political. You will meet the people who can
help you fulfill your dreams, plus gain access to

material resources to accomplish your goals.

HORSE (1942, 1954, 1966, 1978,
1990) —Progress in projects seems to falter

now. Make no attempt to speed up the pace
by nagging people involved in them. Best you
remain cool in the face of delays. Jealousy and
anger could mar partnerships. Be on good terms
with everyone. Lay the groundwork now to
stabilize future deals. Focus attention, too, on
your home and family relationships.

SHEEP (1943, 1955, 1967, 1979,
1991) —A happy and rewarding time,

especially in the social and creative realm of
activity. You’ll be asked to join new groups and
organizations—or lead them. There will be lots
of opportunity for travel with family members
or colleagues. If involved in the arts, this should
be a banner year, bringing public recognition
and awards for excellence.

MONKEY (1944, 1956, 1968, 1980,
1992) —Be extra cautious this year. You could
be too smart for your own good. If in the past
you were able to live by your quick wit, getting
away with flouting the rules, this time you’ll be
held to stricter account. Toe the line. Old ways
won’t work anymore. If you play fast and loose
with your budget, financial problems arise. If
you’re careless, a longtime relationship ends.

ROOSTER (1945, 1957, 1969, 1981,
1993) —Study the virtues, strengths, talents and

skills of the Snake.
This should be easy for
you since you and the
Snake have much in
common now. If you’re
tactful, urbane and
discreet, expect a most
successful year in every
way, but especially in
business and finance.
If you require social
Astrologer Zenaida Seva
status to pursue your
goals, you can gain that, too.

DOG (1946, 1958, 1970, 1982,
1994) —Success and advancement will be

moderate. If you keep to a steady course with
no complaints, there’ll be no cause for major
worries either. A time best used for making
plans to be implemented next year. Relationships will run on an even keel, with no jarring
highs or lows to send you into tailspins of
despair—which is how you prefer them, anyway.
PIG (1935, 1947, 1959, 1971, 1983)—
You have to be extremely careful now with
finances and domestic relationships. Through
circumstances beyond your control, hostilities may
break out among family members. Or they may be
the victims of events not of their doing. You will
do your best to mediate and maintain peace. This
brings a lot of emotional stress. Guard your health.
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Laser treatment for age- 350 join 2013 inaugural WTT
related loss of near vision
By Ross Hamo Jr.

PRESBYOPIA is an age-related condition that is characterized by difficulty in reading
small text at close distances
caused by the weakening of the
ciliary muscles of the eye and
loss of flexibility of the natural
lens. Most people address this
condition by wearing progressive reading glasses or contact
lenses.
With the advent of laser
treatment, patients can now
expect a quick and painless
procedure to restore their vision. Supracor, an excimer
laser-based treatment for
presbyopia, reduces or eliminates dependence on reading
glasses.
First Philippine Realty
Corporation president Oscar
R. Lopez Jr., one of Asian Eye
Institute’s Supracor patients,
noted: “Immediately after my
Supracor treatment, I was able

to see texts at a closer distance.
Reading newspaper articles in
the morning and going through
the pile of office reports no
longer take much of my time.
It’s the little things that count,
and seeing the little things like
words counts a lot when you
can see them clearly.”
Supracor can be combined
with customized LASIK to
treat nearsightedness, farsightedness and astigmatism along
with presbyopia. Designed by
Technolas of Germany, Asian
Eye is the only eye center with
Supracor technology in the
Philippines.
Call your Asian Eye doctor
for an eye exam today. Kapamilya discounts apply: 50%
off on consultations, 25% off
on diagnostic examinations,
treatments and surgeries, and
flexible payment terms of up to
six months.

FRPC president Oscar R. Lopez
Jr. is one of Asian Eye’s Supracor
patients

Asian Eye Institute is
at Phinma Plaza, Rockwell
Center, with satellite clinics
in Trinoma, QC and SM Mall
of Asia, Pasay City. For more
info, call 898-2020, 09188982020 or email eyehelp@
asianeyeinstitute.com. (Reighmond Vencer)

SOME 350 Lopez Group
employees and family members joined the early Saturday morning Walk the Talk
(WTT) activity at the Forest
Hills Subdivision in Antipolo
on January 19, 2013.
WTT is a regular fun walk of
the Lopez Group of companies
and a legacy project of chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez.
Moving toward its seventh year,
it is currently being spearheaded
by the Lopez Group HR Council and Lopez Lifelong Wellness
led by Cedie Lopez Vargas.
WTT is anchored on the
Lopez Group values of employee welfare and wellness
and nationalism.

For lower back pain

Yoga for computer users
YOGA does not offer cures.
It simply promises that if you
faithfully practice these asanas
every day, there will be no pain
and you will build up a strong
and supple spine, restructuring posture and body image….
Here are a few guidelines:
• Always sleep on a firm (not
necessarily hard) bed, with a
flat pillow under your head
and a thicker one under your
knees. This will help the spine
to reposition and adjust itself.
• Do not wear high heels as
this promotes lumbar lordosis and throws the spine out
of balance.

• Do not go in for break danc- •

•

ing, strenuous aerobics, jogging, running or anything
where you need to bounce
or jiggle. Guarded activity is
the key here.
For lower back pain, sitting
is the most painful. Sit on a
firm seat, not squashy cushions, and sit on your buttock
bones. Wedge a rolled towel
or small cushion behind your
back to keep you upright. Sit
as often as possible in the
diamond posture to benefit
the sciatic nerve and to cure
a convex or a lateral curvature of the spine.

FINANCIAL WELLNESS

When the pain is acute and
you can neither sit nor stand
in comfort, rest in bed, take
whatever anti-inflammatory
or analgesic medications your
physician prescribes and wait
until the pain is milder before
starting on these postures.
All these asanas have healing and curative properties.
They will act as a form of mild
traction, gently stretching the
spinal muscles in safe extension
postures. Practice each asana to
the point where mild pain is felt.
(Excerpted from http://health.vocaboly.com/524/yoga-for-computerusers-releases-lower-back-pain)

ARE you trying to break your
couch potato habit? Author
David Maxfield says he uses the
principles from his book Change
Anything. Here’s how he does it:
Set a goal. Decide how much
TV is the right amount for you.
Make sure the goal is reasonable
and within your control.
Create a six-source plan.
When a habit is hard to change,
it’s usually because your world is
perfectly organized to maintain
it. You probably have all Six
Sources of Influence pulling
against you. I’ll suggest some
ways to get all Six Sources pulling for you.
1. Personal motivation. Left
in a room by yourself, you probably want to watch TV. How can

The bonus question

Gone with the wind
QUESTION: What title of
an old movie comes to mind
when employees receive bonuses? Answer: “Gone With the
Wind.”
Ever since I started working, I did not touch a single
centavo of my bonuses. The
reason: I lived below my
means and the result was that
I was able to invest and have
surplus funds for celebra-

tions. Doing that for 20 years
allowed me to build a fund
that will make my money beget money. Let me share some
practical tips that I did in the
past:
Set a goal and timeline. In
1991, my savings were completely consumed because we
were constructing our house.
I aimed to rebuild starting
with P60,000 in one year,
but I reached only P40,000.

It was good enough and from
then on, there was no stopping me from aiming higher.
As the saying goes, reach for
the moon by aiming for the
stars.
Forget everything.
I
always pretend that I do not
have money anymore since
I have already spent it all.
In truth, I really spent my
money—on my future that
is still far away. The farther

the future is, the cheaper it is
now.
Keep going. …I continue
investing my bonuses because
there will come a time when I
will retire and will not receive
bonuses anymore. My past
bonuses that I had invested
will give me my future bonuses—that will be my money
working for me. (By Edmund
Lao. Excerpted from www.thepoc.net)

Companies
represented
in the January walk include
ABS-CBN Corporation, Adtel, Inc., Asian Eye Institute,
Bayan, Energy Development
Corporation, First Balfour,
First Gen, First Philippine

Holdings Corporation (FPH),
First Philippine Industrial
Park, First Philippine Realty
Corporation, Lopez Group
Foundation Inc. and SkyCable.
FPH was the food and beverage sponsor for the month.

TV or not TV?
you change your motives in the
moment?
Track your moods. Put a notebook near your TV and track
what you are thinking and feeling
when you get the urge to watch
TV. At the end of each day, ask
yourself, “Do I feel good about
how I spent my time today?”
2. Personal ability. New
habits require new skills. If you
find it’s taking too much willpower to avoid TV, add some
skill.
Skill up on better ways to enjoy
your free time. First, determine
when you watch TV. Map out
these times and begin searching
for better activities that could
replace TV during those times.
Create your own Pleasant
Events Schedule. You can use this
tool as follows: check out the
items on the list; select several
that you enjoy and that would
fit into your free time; and put
them on your calendar as an
alternative to TV watching.
3-4. Social motivation and
ability. Do others around you
influence you to watch more or
less TV? What is your personal
mix of accomplices (people who
enable or encourage more TV)
and friends (people who enable
and encourage less TV)?
Change the mix of accomplices
and friends. Identify your TV
buddies and then ask them to
join you in non-TV activities.
Or, add a new friend by finding
someone who is doing something
you’d rather do and join them.
When you feel as if you need
help, help someone. Or at least connect with someone. Spend your
TV time with someone you care
about, instead of with your TV.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

5. Structural motivation.
Are there hidden rewards for
TV watching? Can you do
something to invert the economy?
Take away hidden rewards.
Don’t allow yourself to eat or
drink while you’re watching TV.
Don’t have the TV on during
meals.
Reward incremental progress.
Track and reward your progress
every week. But don’t use TV
watching as the reward! Change
them up so they stay fresh
and make them contingent on
achieving your weekly TV goal.
6. Structural ability. Does
your living room, kitchen or
bedroom scream, “Turn me on,
I’m a television”?
Use convenience and comfort.
Make it less convenient and less
comfortable to watch TV.
The secret sauce that makes
Six-Source Plans so effective is
that you use all the Sources all at
once. Make sure you have a tactic that will work for you in each
of the Six Sources of Influence
and implement them all at the
same time. (By David Maxfield.
Excerpted from www.crucialskills.
com)

SPORTS & WELLNESS
CALENDAR
FEBRUARY
16: Walk the Talk @ La
Mesa Watershed (QC).
Contact Ross Hamo,
rbhamo@fphc.com
17: Pro-Friends Run for
e-Learning, 3K/5K/10K
(CCP Complex, Pasay),
5am. Fee: P500. Contact
www.takbo.ph

TRAVEL
Sudoku

Lopezlink February 2013

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9
para ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa
bawat row, column at kahon.






Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to Dec.-Jan. puzzle
Solution, tips and computer program available
at www.sudoku.com

EATS

THE mood was upbeat at the
Group’s annual budget conference
in January, with Lopez Group chairman Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez
(AMML) foreseeing “a good year for
the Philippine economy.” He cited
the fiscal gains we’ve made under the
leadership of Pres. Aquino, including the stable foreign exchange rate.
Check out the full story on page 3.
One major Lopez Group milestone that we’re celebrating this year
is the 60th anniversary of the first
Philippine TV broadcast, which actually took place in October; this is why
ABS-CBN has a full year of activities
mapped out, including a bigger and
more ambitious Pasig River run in
the second half of the year.
When Lopez Group founder Eugenio H. Lopez Sr. acquired Alto
Broadcasting System (ABS), he probably never imagined that it would
grow into a media behemoth several decades later. But then, maybe he
did. Don Eñing, after all, was a visionary who saw the future of broadcasting. As Eugenio “Geny” M. Lopez Jr. (ELJ) who built ABS-CBN
with him recalled in “Kapitan,” “…I think there was a certain amount
of prescience… He knew it [broadcasting] would be big.”
Much of the credit goes to ELJ himself, as he was the main
man for the Lopezes’ media ventures: earlier, he had served as
general manager of The Manila Chronicle and then EVP and GM
of Chronicle Broadcasting Network. Post-martial law, ELJ and a
team that included Atty. Jake Almeda Lopez, Rolly Cruz, Freddie
M. Garcia and future chairman Eugenio L. Lopez III dusted the
ravaged network off and steered it to unprecedented heights. Find
out what happened during the kickoff rally and what the rest of the
Kapamilya network’s game plan is in this month’s cover feature.
Join the fun as dragon and lion dancers bring the Chinese New
Year festivities to Power Plant Mall! What’s more, prizes and treats
from the mall tenants await lucky patrons on February 10. The mall
is also the place to be as it rolls out the red carpet for lovebirds out
for a memorable Valentine’s Day celebration, whether your kind of
date means a shopping spree or dinner and a movie!
For those who prefer to hibernate at home to avoid the madness, why not whip up a dish or two for your significant other/s?
The budding chefs on ABS-CBN’s “kusina serye” “MasterChef Pinoy
Edition” have come up with some intriguing concoctions that you
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might want to try your hand (or luck) at. Check out our “Eats” section
on this page. Frog legs, anyone?
ooOoo
My friends go on and on about the old ABS-CBN shows that
they are able to watch on Jeepney TV. Is this channel available a la
carte? How much would it cost to subscribe to it? Thanks.—Marie
Jeepney TV is free to SkyCable subscribers. Launched only three
months ago, ABS-CBN’s archive cable channel has been earning
raves from netizens for providing well-loved and timeless Kapamilya
network programs—content close to the hearts of the Filipino TV
audience. Get aboard now!
ooOoo
What’s the next contest of the HR Council? I’m psyched to participate as my officemate was a winner in one of the recent contests.—Tom
There’s one coming up soon and it will involve some—are you
ready for this?— singing! Abangan!
ooOoo
I was fortunate to be able to catch a couple of performances of the ABSCBN Philharmonic Orchestra and the Orchestra of the Filipino Youth
last Christmas. Ang galing, nakaka-proud talaga! Congratulations to the
Lopez family, particularly EL3 and FRL, on this noble endeavor!—Yang
ooOoo
Curious about Carlos Ott and his shoebox quote on Edsa. Where is
The Proscenium project located?—V.M.
The Rockwell Center’s prestigious towers are known for bearing
the names of the most illustrious Filipino artists. The Proscenium is
the newest addition to the Lopezes’ architectural tributes to the Philippine arts. With a name deriving from the Latin words meaning “in
front of the scenery,” The Proscenium sets itself further apart by adding a cultural component to the already dynamic Rockwell lifestyle.
With the architect Carlos Ott at the helm of the project that marks
the expansion of the Rockwell Center, The Proscenium will surely set
the stage for a whole new standard of living.
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions about anything and everything about the Lopez Group,
please send them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@
benpres-holdings.com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend or
fan on Facebook.

A Valentine’s Day spread à la ‘MasterChef’

THIS Valentine’s Day, why don’t you do
something different and slave away for a couple
of hours on dishes that your family or date will
polish off in 15 minutes? Sounds lovely? We
kid. What we mean is for you to prepare a special meal that will not only let you avoid the
special kind of hell that is Valentine’s Day traffic but will also be a welcome break from your
regular fare (that is, takeout meals or leftovers).
Wow the family by taking a page from the
“MasterChef Pinoy Edition” virtual cookbook:

‘Echoserang’ Frog

Ingredients: Butter, Tomato sauce, Garlic
Onion, Lime, Patis, Flour, Frog legs, Talbos ng
sayote, Chili flakes
Procedure:
1. Marinate the frog legs in a bowl using patis,
lime and lime zest. Set aside.
2. Melt butter in a pan and add garlic bits and
onions. Add tomato sauce and season with salt,
sugar and chili flakes.
3. Dip frog legs in flour, then in the flour and
ice water mixture. Fry until golden brown.

4. To make the vinaigrette, juice one lime
and add oil and sugar. Use this as topping
on the blanched sayote tops.
5. Coat the frog legs in the tomato chili
sauce and arrange on top of the salad.

‘Patong Patok’

Ingredients: Duck,
Sweet
potato,
Mango
Honey,
Rosemary, Mint, Olive oil, Butter,
Ginger, Onion,
Apple, Coriander, Nutmeg
Procedure:
1. Boil vinegar, chopped
mango, onion, ginger and
honey.
2. Boil and mash potatoes then add mango
chutney and coriander.
3. Chop mint and
chilies then add olive oil.
4. Combine thinly

sliced apples, water and butter in a heated pan.
Simmer for five minutes then add honey and
nutmeg.
5. Season the pato with salt, pepper and rosemary then fry in olive oil.
6. Serve the pato with the applesauce, mint
dressing and mashed potato.

Ube Balls with Mango Compote

Ingredients: Ube, Mango, Sugar, Grated
coconut, Butter, Milk, Water
Procedure:
1. Peel and boil ube in water till tender
then mash

it.
Season
with
sugar,
milk and butter. Mold ube
into balls. Set
aside.
2. Boil mango,
sugar and water. Reduce until jam consistency. Let it cool.
3. Make a well in the ube balls then put a teaspoon of mango compote in the center then
close it to make a ball again. Roll it in grated
coconut with sugar. Top with latik and serve.

Chef Jessie Rockwell
Club turns 3!

CHEF Jessie Rockwell
Club celebrates its third
anniversary on February
8, 2013. As a special treat, a 50% discount
will be given on a la carte menu selections
for the whole day. For queries and reservations, call tel. nos. 890-6543 or 890-7630.
Chef Jessie Rockwell Club is at the ground
level, Amorsolo Square, Amorsolo Drive,
Rockwell Center.
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What’s new

By Cherry Pineda

from ABS-CBN Publishing this February
Chalk one up for love!
You ‘condo’ it
Chalk is all about love! Update your wardrobe with fashion with ‘Metro
trends that will be big in 2013 and get tips on makeup looks
to wear on your date on the 14th! Meet seven college couples Home’
as they dress up in retro-inspired fashion. To top it all off,
Elmo Magalona shares his thoughts on his dad, his leading
lady Julie Ann San Jose and his dream date.

‘FOOD’: Bready for February

Sandwiches created by Wildflour Cafe + Bakery take the spotlight in our Breads and Markets Issue. We reveal a legendary
panaderia in Batangas and kick off FOOD’s Best monthly
list with the five best pandesal in town. Try recipes created by
chef Kalen Chan as we round up specialty groceries selling
authentic ingredients from Korea, Thailand, India and other
countries, and go on a tour of various farms.

Jessy shines as ‘Metro’ muse

Get ahead of the style game with Metro’s Spring/Summer 2013
Fashion Issue filled to the brim with all you need to know for
the new season. “Precious Hearts Romances Presents Paraiso” star
Jessy Mendiola transforms into fashion’s newest darling in pieces
straight out of the Gucci and Emporio Armani runways. Take a
trip down memory lane with our beauty editorial featuring comic
book sensations Betty, Veronica and Archie, and venture into the
world of Fashion Week after-parties.

“Condo Style,” Metro
Home and Entertaining’s
guidebook edition, is
packed with tips, ideas
and inspiration for the
condo dweller. Filled with quotes from legendary designers, illustrations and tips, the guidebook showcases 15 condos with styles that
range from the classic to the whimsical and eclectic. Also included
in the guidebook are stories on small gardens and balcony gardens.

‘StarStudio’ celebrates young love

Kathryn Bernardo and Daniel Padilla grace the cover of StarStudio to celebrate the month of love.
Also in this issue, StarStudio brings
you updates on 13 showbiz couples. Adrielle Perez Ferraris writes
a personal report about the newest
addition to their family, while his
mom, actress-TV host Amy Perez,
shares never-before-seen photos of
the new baby. StarStudio also brings
you the story behind the wedding
of Chris Tan and Sherilyn Reyes.
Get the newest issues of your favorite
magazines at leading bookstores and
magazine stands nationwide.

ROCKWELL POWER PLANT FINDS By Katherine Sarena Lim

FEB-ulous celebrations!  
FEBRUARY this year is truly a month of celebrations! With the Chinese New Year and
Valentine’s Day falling on the same month,
we predict a lot of hearts, reds and activities
in your future.

just opened this year along Lopez Drive beside
Via Mare. The serene and warm ambiance of
the brasserie makes it a perfect dining venue for
those who want to spend quality time with their
loved ones. Celadon is located at the R1 Level.

On February 10, starting at 10 a.m., watch as
lion and dragon dancers go around Power Plant
Mall to share the Chinese New Year cheer and
spread good luck. Grab a fortune cookie by the
mall entrance to know what to expect in 2013.
You just might win something special from the
Power Plant Mall tenants!

Be ready for a surprise from the famous gelato
parlor from London! Morelli’s will introduce a
special flavor this month especially for Valentine’s Day. Visit their kiosk at the R1 Level and
see for yourself what they have in store for you!

I Love Good Luck

‘The Sweetest Thing’
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Too busy to prepare for Valentine’s Day? No
worries! Power Plant Mall has everything you
need. Planning to send flowers to your special
someone? Different establishments will be present at the Flower Fair at the North Court. To
make your day extra special, celebrate the day of
hearts picnic-style at the Rockwell Tent.

Philip Stein

Philip Stein has added the 1-MB-ABS and 2MB-ABS to its signature collection of watches.
Known for Natural Frequency Technology, these
watches are said to bring life and health benefits
to the wearer. The watches also come with a free
strap. Give yourself and your significant other
this gift from Wrist Pod at the R2 Level.

Celadon

Go for something different this month! Try out
contemporary Thai cuisine at Celadon, which

Morelli’s

‘Silver Linings Playbook’

Patrick Solitano Jr. (Bradley Cooper) was sent to a
mental health asylum after nearly killing the man
who had slept with his
wife. After eight months
of treatment, he is determined to win his wife
back. However, when he
meets young widow Tiffany Maxwell ( Jennifer Lawrence), their friendship
starts to develop into
something
more.
Catch “Silver Linings Playbook” at the
Power Plant Mall
Cinemas on February 27. For inquiries,
call 898-1440 to 41.

